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P. N. R. STOYLEt and A. I. G. VARDULAKISt
Certain connections between the geometric theory of Wenham and Morse and the
Roscnbrock-\Volovich-Forney polynomial matrix approaches to linear system theory
are indicated. The results of Warren and Eckberg (l975), worked by Vardulakis
(1977) into an algorithm which constructively exhibits all controllability subspaces
of a given controllable pair (A, B) in canonical form, are extended and turned into a
theoretical tool of considerable power. A new theory is developed which translates
certain statements of the geometric theory into a succinct algebraic form.

1.

Introduction
There are many aspects of the Wonham and Morse geometric theory
(Wenham and Morse 1970, Morse and Wonham 1971) which are involved in
the actual process of solution of a given problem rather than its mere formulation by geometric means, and which in the literature are treated in a way not
especially attractive from a computational point of view. Such are the
checking of compatibility for a set of controllability subspaces, or the determination of certain elements in the family of all controllability subspaces
contained in some fixed subspace of the state space.
This paper introduces a new and incisive tool in control theory especially
well suited for analysing problems such as the ones mentioned above. The
new approach put forward here is in effect a synthesis of the 'geometric
approach' due to Wonham and Morse (Wonham and Morse 1970, Morse and
Wonham 1971, Wonham 1974) and the polynomial matrix methods of
Rosenbrock (1970) and Wolovich (1974) in the field of non-interacting control.
Moreover, the method of analysis employed is of independent interest and
we believe will find many applications. Thus, apart from the intrinsic interest
of the long standing and until now, largely unsatisfactory solved problems of
non-interacting control, its importance will have been vindicated in the context of highlighting and understanding the essential structure of linear multivariable systems in general with a view to the design of practical control
systems.
Section 2 provides some background theory. Section 3 sets up the basic
machinery with, as starting point, the Warren and Eckberg (1975) lemma on
the characterization of controllability su bspaces. Their result is slightly
refined and rendered in a form suitable for establishing the crucial connection
with the Wolovich and Falb (1969), Wolovich (1974) structure theorem for
linear time-invariant multivariable systems, by introducing the fundamental
notion of a 'decoupling vector' as a polynomial vector parametrization of
controllability subspaces, The class of feedbacks figuring in the Warren and
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Eckberg paper (1975) and causing a given controllability subspace to be
reached is enlaxged suitably to allow an illuminating new proof of the well
known pole placing properties of controllability subspaces. Section 4 examines
the important -notion of compatibility of a family of controllability subspaces
and establishes a necessary and sufficient condition for such a family to be
compatible. Section 5 finally deals with the conditions under which a
controllability subspace is to be contained in a fixed vector subspace of the
state space and the set of all controllability subspaces (in their polynomial
vector parametrization) contained in the kernel of some map is derived.
Notation. Upper case italic letters A, B, ... refer to linear transformations
between vector' spaces, or their associated matrices. Script letters W ,%, ...
denote vector spaces or subspaces over '33, the field of reals. By a, b, x, ...
we denote elements of vector spaces and the image of a map (e.g. B) we denote
by the corresponding script capital (e.g. a). %(s) is the field of rational
functions in s with coefficients i n 49 and %[s] is the ring of polynomials in s
with coefficients in %. The set of alllp x q matrices with elements in % will be
denoted by %z;'xq; the space of po'lynomial vectors with coefficients in '33q is
denoted by %q[>] and this is an %[s]-module. The set of integers (1, 2 , ..., m )
is denoted b:y m. If u(s)=u, -+u, ... u,sk~%Q[s]then the notation
span (u(s)) is used as a shorthand for the vector space span of the coefficients
of the powers of s in u(s), e.g. span {u(s)]=span {uo,ul, .. ., uK)and the ' listing
of u(s) ', denoted by 1,(u(s)) is defined as the ordered list of vectors
(u,, u,-,, ..., u,). We say that the list L {u(s)) above has length k + 1. If
A : Nn-+9Inis a linear map and Y is an A-invariant subspace of !Rn then we
write A JYto indicate the restriction of A to the subdomain Y .

+ +

Background
We consider a linear, time invariant, finite dimensional multivariable
system described by a set of differential equations and an output expression
in state space form :

2.

or equally by {;he analogous set of difference equations :

We assume that the pair ( A , B) is comwhere AE%~X~%,
B E % ~ XCE%PX%.
~,
pletely controlllable and that B is of full rank m < n . It is then well known
that there exists a non-singular coordinate transformation Z(t) = Tx(t) which
transforms system (1) to the systern
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where A^ = TAT-', 8 = TB, 6 = CT-I and the triplet of matrices (A^, 8, 6 ) is
in the Luenberger (1967) controllable canonical form ('Wolovich and Falb
1969). I f b y

-

1 <v1<v2< ... <vnt
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we denote the so called :Kronecker (or controllability) indices of the pair
m

(A, B) then
(1976)

C

vi=n and as described by Denham (1974) and Dickinson

i=l

A=[

All

..- Alm

Am1

*..

;

Am,

1,

B=[LI']

.

Bm

where + denotes a possibly non-zero entry. That is for i # j , the last row of
Aij can have possibly non-zero entries in the finst min (v,,-~, vm+,+) columns
and the remaining (if any) columns are occupied by zeros. The block
Bi~%vm+l-iXm,i ~ m
has zero entries except that in row v,,,-~
it has a ' 1 ' in
column i and a ' + ' in every column j > i for which v,+,--~ < v,+,-~. The
matrix (7 has no special form and it contains only possibly non-zero entries
' + . If we set

into an m x m non-singular matrix Bm
then by collecting the m vi%h rows of
and performing in (3) an input transformation

we arrive at the input-transformed Luenberger coordinates where the system
is described now by the triplet A= A^, B = (e,,,, e,,., ..., e,,,,.) (ei denotes the
ith standard unit vector in 'illn) and = 6.

e

3. Algebraic characterization of some controllabilitji subspace properties
3.1.
Let us consider now the class of controllability subspaces (c.s.) 9 of the
pair (A, B ) and denote it by %(A,B y'93") (Wonham and Morse 1970, Morse
and Wolnham 1971, Wonham 1974). Warren and Eckberg (1975) gave a
characterization of the elements 9 of %(A,B, ZQn) in terms of the elements of
the kernel of the polynomial matrix (sI - A, - B) which is important enough
to be restated here in full.
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Theorem 1 (Warren and Eckberg 1975)
A subspace LB c 9Jn of dimension r is a c.s. of (A, B) if and only if there exist
x(s)E%~[s]
and U(S)E%~[S]
such that
(1) d e g u ( s ) = k a-nd degx(s)=k-1, for k > r
(2) (sI - A)x(s)= Bu(s)
(3) if x(s) =x,)+ x1s + ... + X,-~S"~, then W = span {xi-,, i ~ k )
We now make the following definition.
Definition 1
If x(s) = x, + z,s + . .. + x,-,s~"-l%n[s] is such that there exist a u(cs)= u,
uls + ... + ~,-~s"-l + u , ~ % % ~ [ s SO
] that (xT(s), uT(s))€ker(sI - A, - B) then
x(s) is called a ' generating function ' of the c.s. W = span (xi-,, k k ) , and u(s)
is called an (open-lolop) c.s. input sequence generating function.
Consider the polynomial matrix equation

+

then again from the results of Warren and Eckberg (1975) we know that a set of
free generators for ker (sI - A , - B) is given by a ' fundamental series ' of
solutions to eqn. (5). A fundamental series of solutions to (5) is defined by
Gantmacher (19/55),Rosenbrock (1WO), Warren and Eckberg (1975). Having
chosen a fundamental series of solutions to (5) let i t be denoted by x,(s), z,(s), ...,
z,(s) where zi(s)= (xiT(s),u ~ ~ ( s )i~)m
~ ., Then it is known that deg ;zi(s)= vi,
i~m (Rosenbroclr 1970) and any z ( s ) ~ k e(sI
r - A, - B ) can be uniquely written
as ,

for appropriate ai(s)g%[s]satisfying the degree condition deg ai(s) < deg z(s)- vi.
As noted by Warren and Eck;berg (1975), this is a consequence of Forney's
(1975) fundamental work on the minimal bases of rational vector spaces.
The fundamentad series zi(s), ic;m constitutes such s minimal polynom~ialbasis
- A, - B ) considered as embedded in the natural way in a vector
for ker ($1
space 9In+"(s) over the field of rational functions in s, %(s). Any such basis is
clearly not unique. However, if we happen t o choose a basis for the state space
so that the pair (A, B ) is in the Luenberger (1967) controllable canonical form
(A^, B)then Vardulskis (1978) has noted that in this basis the elements of the
fundamental series z,(s), i ~ are
m seen to have the particularly simple form

m . This observation is a simple consequence of the Wolovich and Falb
(1969) and Woloviclh (1974) structure theorem for linear multivariable systems
and gives rise to the following theorem.
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Theorem, 2
Let 2 ( s )= 2, + 2,s + ...+ 2,-ls"1~%n[s] be a generating function of a c.s.
ye of (A, B ) with corresponding C.S. input sequence generating function
u ( s )= u, + uls + ... + u,-,s"-l + u ~ s ~ E % ~ [Then
s ] . there exists a polynomial
s ] = (1(3,(~),,Bm-l(s), ..., P,(s'))~such that
vector , ~ ( s ) E % ~ :[P(s)

where 8 ( s )=block diag (S,., S,, ..., J,),
JiT = ( 1 s s2 ... svm+l-i-I), i~m, 6,(s) =
[sU]- A^,S(s), [sv]= diag (svm,sum-1, .... sV1), A^, the m x n matrix consisting of
the m ordered vi*, i ~ rows
m of A = A and 8, the rn x m mat&c consisting of
the m ordered vi*, k m rows of B. (We use the same notation as the one used
by Wolovich (1974).)
Proof
From the Wolovich and Falb (1969) structure theorem we have that

Now the columns Zl(s), Z,(s), ..., Zm(s) (ZiT(s)= (jliT(s),uiT(s),ic-5m ) of the polynomial rna trix
i ( s )= [i,(s), z,-,(s),

..., i l ( s ) ]=

[

S(4

. . . . . . . . .

B m l a0(8)

]

(11)

constitute a fundamental series of solutions to the polynomial matrix equation

Furthermore, due to its special structure the polynomial matrix Z ( s ) is a
minimal basis in echelon form for the ker ( s I - A, - B ) (Forney 1975) and
according to Forney's (1975) main theorem any polynomial vector Z ( ~ ) E
ker ( s I - A^, - B ) of degree deg i ( s )=k can be expressed as

=

C

Zi(s)pi(s)=

i: vi < deg Z(s)

for appropriate / 3 i ( ~ ) ~ % [i s ]~, satisfying
m
the degree restrictions
deg P,(-s)<k-vi,

i ~ m
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Remark 1
Warren and Eckberg (1975) correctly note that if x(s) is a generating function
of a C.S. W of (A, B') of dimension r and deg x(s)= k - 1 then in general k > r .
However, the polssibility that k: > r is a rather awkward condition which in our
analysis in this section we find useful to dispense with, by effectively getting
rid of the redundancy which always exists in such a polynomial vector
representation of a c.s. We observe that in fact it is already implicit in the
proof of Warren and Eckberg Lemma 2, that we can always pick Ic=r by
Wonham's definition (Wonham and Morse 1970, Wonham 1974) and subsequent characterization of a C.S.of (A, B).
For the sake mainly of keeping our notation as uncomplicated as possible
in the sequel, we are using t,he input transforme:d Luenberger controllable
canonical form ( a , B,ti) so that the Wolovich and Falb (1969) structure
theorem is modified to

and we henceforth drop the prime on the new input u'(t) of eqn. ( 4 ) . I n
view of Remark 1 above we make the following definition.

Definition 2
If Z(s)= 5, + Zls + ... + kr-lsr-l is a generating function of a c.s. W of ( a , B)
and the vectors Z,, kl, ..., Zr-:, are linearly independent then k(s) is called a
proper minimal degree generating function of the c.s. 9.
Theorem 3
Any C.S.Wr of

( K , B) of

dimension r can be written as

:ar = span {S(S)/~(S)}

(16)

where P(S)E%~[,B],
PT(s)= (Pm(s),Pm-l(~),..., PI($)) and the Pi(s), i~nn satisfy
the degree conditions deg Pi(s) 6 r -vi, k m with equality holding for a t least
one i.

Proof
From Theorem 1 and Remark 1, if r is a possible dimension of a c.s. gr of
( 2 , 8)then there must exist a proper minimal degree generating function Z(s)
and an input sequence generating function u(s)of degrees r - 1 and r respectively
such that

and Wr = span {;?(a)). I n view of Theorem 2
Z(s)= S(s)P(s>

Downloaded by [Aristotle University of Thessaloniki], [Antonis Vardulakis] at 10:38 21 April 2013
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for unique PT(s)= (PWb(s),
PrnP1(s),.... P1(s)) where the Pi(s), k m satisfy the
degree conditions of the theorem, i.e. 2 ( s ) is being composed along the polynomial basis vectors consisting the columns of iY(s).
Thus the C.S.Wr of (A,B)is now expressed in shorthand form as the equivalent polynomial vector parametrization of the last theorem, the charting
of some of whose properties will be our theme in this paper, shifting the focus
of attention away from the generating functi0.n Z(s) of Warren and Eckberg
(1975). What is more the c.s. Br of ( A ,8)is now exhibited via the associated
P(s) as a cyclic subspace on one generator b ~ A 3 . We remark that it is very
important for our development to make the distinction between Wr as a
vector subspace and Br in its capacity as a cyclic subspace.
If a c.s. Wr has more than one generator in $8, i.e. dim ( B n W r )= r , > 1
then it will generally have an infinite number of different representations as a
cyclic subspace, of which only r , are essentially independent corresponding
to some basis for Brn$.

Definition 3
If 2 ( s )= 2, + Zls + ... + :ZY1sr-l is a proper minimal degree generating
function of a c.s. gr of (A,B ) then the list of Z(s)

is called a ' cyclic listing ' of the c.s. Br of (A, B ) with cyclic generator b =itr-,.
From Theorem 3 we see that the polynomial vector P(s) determines and is
uniquely determined by Rr.,

P. N. R. StoyZe and A. I. G. Vardulakis
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it is easily verified that the general form of Rr is
0

0

0

fJm,r-vlJ'l

0

0

f3m,r-v m

{3m,r-l'm-l

0

fJm,r-v rn

f3m,r-v rn

f3m,r-lJm- l

f3ml

f3m,r-Vm-l

f3ml

«;

«:

0

e:

f3mo

0

0

f3mo

0

0

0

(20)

................

0

0

0

0

0

PItT-VI

0

f31,r-Vt

f31.T-~1

f31.,.-VJ-l

f31, r-v

I

f31,r-vl-1\

f31,r-vl-l

flu

f3u

f310

f310

0

f3u

f3,0

0

0

e;

0

0

0

Definition 4
A polynomial vector f3(s)elR m[s] giving rise via eqn. (IS) to a proper minimal
degree generating function x(s) of a c.s. rJ.£r of (A, 11) and hence to a cyclic
listing R" of rJ.£r, is called a 'decoupling vector '. We write this geometric!
algebraic equivalence as
(21)

Remark 2
Given an arbitrary polynomial vector f3(s)elR m[s] if we write x(s) =S(s)f3(s)
then obviously the listing L {x(s)} = <xr- 1> x r_2 , ... , x o> is not in general a
proper cyclic listing, but nevertheless span {xis)} represents some c.s. rJ.£ of
(A, 11). In such a case f3(s) is not necessarily a decoupling vector and we
write f3(s) ~ rJ.£. We say that rJ.£ is the' underlying c.s.' of f3(s).
From Definition 4 and the previous arguments it becomes clear that every
cyclic listing R: of a c.s. rJ.£r of (A, 11) has an associated algebraic object, its
decoupling vector satisfying the degree conditions of Theorem 3. It is also
clear that to every c.s, [J.£r of (A, 11) there corresponds an infinite family of
cyclic listings Rr and hence an infinite family of decoupling vectors f3(s). It is
now natural to ask the converse question as to whether any polynomial vector
fl(s)elRm[s] satisfying the degree conditions gives rise to a listing L {S(s)f3(s)}
which is cyclic. This somewhat delicate question is dealt with in the Appendix;
thc answer is nearly always yes, meaning that the condition is indeed sufficient
generically in the vector space of all the coefficients of the f3i(S), iem.
Proposition I
A necessary condition for fl(s)e9i m[s] to be a decoupling vector corresponding to a cyclic listing Rr of the c.s. [J.£r of (A, 11) is that g.c.d. {f3i(S), ie m} = l.

Geometric and polynomail matrix approaches to linear system theory
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In order to prove the proposition we need the following lemma.

Lemma
For every X(S)E\Rn[S] and a(s)E9i[S]
span {x(s)} = span {a(s)x(s)}
Downloaded by [Aristotle University of Thessaloniki], [Antonis Vardulakis] at 10:38 21 April 2013

Proof
If x(s) =a:O+x1s+ ... +X,_lS'-t, a(s) =aO+a 1s+ ... +aqs q let

a(s)x(s) =x' 0 + x'ts + ... +x'k-1 Sk-1=x'(s)

(22)

where k = r + q. Then by equating similar powers of e in (22) we obtain that
the vectors x' j' j = 0, 1, ... , k - 1 are linear combinations of the vectors X o, Xl' ... ,
Q.E.D.
X,_l' hence span {x'o' x't, ... , x'k_d=span {xo, xl> ... , x,_d.

Proof of Proposition 1
Suppose fJ(s)~R', but that fJ(s)=a(s)~(s) where a(s)=g.c.d. {fJi(S), iEm}
and deg a(s)=q;;.l. Accordingly
deg {S(s)~(s)}=r-l-q<deg {S(s)fJ(s)}=r-l
From the preceding lemma, span {S(s)~(s)} = span {S(s)fJ(s)} and therefore
dim (span {S(s)fJ(s)}) =dim (span {S(s)~(s)}) <r-«. Thus L {S(s)fJ(s)} has
length r whereas the subspace formed by the span of its elements has dimension
<r-q<r, so these elements cannot be independent and form a listing which is
cyclic. Thus finally fJ(s) is not a decoupling vector, contrary to the assumption.

Note
A polynomial representation fJ(s) of a c.s. [J£' with cyclic listing R' ~ ~(s),
where fJ(s) has the. form a(s)~(s) is one very important case of redundancy which
occurs later in this paper. The other type of redundancy is closely related and
is discussed in the Appendix, where a procedure is given for reducing a redundant
fJ(s) ~ [J£' to a decoupling vector of some cyclic listing of [J£'.
3.2.

Let [J£' be a c.s. of (A, B) and denote by F([J£') the class of all matrices
FE9i mx n such that (A + BF)[J£' c [J£' (Wonham and Morse 1970, Morse and
Wonham 1971, Wonham 1974). Let x(s)=xo+:1\s+",+X,_lS,-l be a proper
minimal degree generating function of [J£' with (open-loop) input sequence
generating function u(s) = U o+ u 1s+ ...+ u.s". Considering eqn. (17) it then
follows by equating coefficients of similar powers of s that

X,_l = Bu, = b,

- AX j = - x j _ 1+ Buj ,

jEr -1,

- Axo = Buo

(23)

Define now state feedback F o via

u(s)

=

F o:1:(s) + u,s'

(24)

or equivalently via
(25)
CON.

4c
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Then combining eqns. (23) and (25) we obtain the equations:

(A + 131"o)x' _1~X'_2' ... , (A + 131"o)x1=xo}

(26)

(A+131" o)x o = 0

Downloaded by [Aristotle University of Thessaloniki], [Antonis Vardulakis] at 10:38 21 April 2013

which can be written in matrix form as

The above equations graphically illustrate that:
(1) al'=span{R'}=span{<x'_I'X'_2•... 'Xo)} is a cyclic subspace with
generator X'_1 =b.
(2) 1"oEF(al') and that

A + 1l>'.1 00'

~

1

[;

0

0
0

0

:]

For notational reference we write

and for the coarser vector subspace concept

Definition 5
The listing L {u(s)} = <u" u'_l> ... , u o) of open loop inputs figuring in eqns.
(23) is called the input generating sequence of R' and it is said to ' achieve'
R'. The state feedback matrix 1"0 defined by eqn, (24) is said to ' attain R'
through b = X'_1 '.
We now spell out the essence of the preceding discussion in more formal
Nerode-equivalence type of language. The consideration of discrete time
case entails no loss of generality, and as it is well known the arrival of an anticausal input sequence at a set of shift registers corresponds to an injection of
delta functions and derivatives into an analogous bank of integrators at time 0-.
Lemma 1
(1) The (discrete-time) input generating sequence of R', Un'=L{u(s)}=
<u" U'_I' ... , u o), written in order of forward time sequence starting at time
t = - r, which achieves the cyclic listing R' ~ f3(s), R' = <X'_I' X'_2' ... , xo)
displayed in ordered time profile starting at t = - (r - 1), is given by Un' =
L f 80(s)f3(s)}.

Geometric and polynomial matrix approaches to linear system theory
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(2) The class of state feedback matrices 1'0 which attain R: through b = xr _ 1
and cause simultaneous dead-beat state regulation in r steps is given by the
F o's which solve eqn. (25). The only closed-loop input needed to ' activate'
the c.s. ~r is the simple input u r # at time t = - r followed by a string of
(r - 1) zeros.

°
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(3) If Rr - f3(s), then
Ur= [[sV]f3(S)]h= (f3m.r-Vm' f3m-1.r-v m." ... , f31.r_v,)T=h
where []h means the vector coefficient of the highest degree term occurring
inside the brackets when it is expanded in powers of s.
(4) ur=h
and
x r_1 =(0,0, ... , f3m.r-Vm' 0, 0, ... , f3m-1.r-Vm.,' ... ,0,0, ... ,
f31.r_v,)T =b are feedback invariants.

Proof
(1) The result is an easy consequence of Theorems 2 and 3, and eqn. (23).

(2) Follows from eqns. (23), (25) and (26).
(3) u,

= [U(S)]h = [oo(s)f3(S)]h
f3m.r_Vmsr-vm

+

= {[sV]-A m8(s)} f3m_1.r_vm.,sr-v~-1+
[
[
f31.r_v,Sr-v l +
= [[ sV]f3(S)]h = (f3m.r-v m' f3m-i.r-vm.,'

+ f3mo

11

h

+f3m_1.0

+ f31.0

, f31.r_v,)T

where the highest degree term [SV] is here picking out the highest coefficient
term, while the lower degree 8(s) does not contribute.
(4) That ur=h is a feedback invariant can be appreciated from the state
feedback version of the Wolovich-Falb (1969), Wolovich (1974) structure
theorem which in our coordinates can be stated as :

(sI-A-BF o, -B)

8(s) ]
[ 8 (s)
p o

=0

where
h = Ur = [[SV]f3(s)]h = [{[SV] - (Am + l' 0)8(s)}f3(S)]h
= [8p o(s )f3 (s )]h = [W(S)]h =W r

where w(s) is the closed-loop input sequence, analogous to u(s), after the loop
is closed by linear state feedback 1'0' Lastly, the form of the first state set up
by the entry of the first input u; (or w r ) into the system, after unit delay, is
, clear from xr- 1 = BUr = b.
Definition 6
We call u; in (3) above the input generator or the' germ' of the cyclic
listing R: corresponding to the c.s. ~r of (A, B).
4c2
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Remark 3
The choice of feedback via eqn. (25), in general non-unique except when
r =n and useful for obtaining the cyelic listing R: of a c.s. gtr of (A, B), is of
course unduly restrictive for our algebraic theory, leading as it does to an
operator A + BFo whose minimal polynomial on gtr is s: We shali presently
broaden the class of feedbacks which attain Rr through b =xr_1 and incidentally
lead to arbitrary pole placement on gtr. Also since we have characterized the
geometric concept of a c.s. algebraically and in the process constructively
exhibited all c.s.'s of a possible dimension r and isolated the whole information
of any c.s. gtr of (A, B) with a cyclic listing Rr, in a decoupling vector ~(s) ~ R»,
we would then like to be able to obtain the class of state feedback matrices F o
attaining B: in terms of ~(s).
Theorem 4
Given a C.s. gtr of (A, B) with cyelic listing Rr~~(s) then (I) the class of
all state feedback matrices F 0 which attain Rr with simultaneous state regulation in r steps is given by solving for F 0 the polynomial matrix equation
OFO(S)~(S) =

hs:

(27)

where 0Fo(s)=[s"]-(A,n+Fo)S(s) and h=[[s"]~(s)]h.
(2) If instead of the simple input ursr of Lemma 1 we allow the more
general one urv(s) where vis) arbitrary monic polynomial of deg vis) =r then
we no longer have in general the r-step regulation property described by eqns.
(26) but still xi_1Egtr, ier. The most general elass of state feedback matrices
F causing gtr to be reached through the single input port h = Ur belongs to
I!(gtr) and is obtained by solving for F the more general polynomial matrix
equation
(28)
Remark 4
It is noted that eqn. (28) establishes a rrrajor and fundamental direct link
between the Wonham and Morse theories and the Rosenbrock and Wolovich
polynomial matrix methods of system analysis.
Proof
(1) Let x(s)=xO+xls+",+Xr_1Sr-l be a proper minimal degree generating
function of the c.s, gtr of (A, B) with corresponding input sequence generating
function u(s)=UO+u1+ ... +urS r, and define Fo via eqn. (24). Then from
Theorems 2 and 3 we have that xis) = S(s)~(s) and u(s) = 0o(s)~(s) where ~(s)
is the decoupling vector corresponding to the cyclic listing Rr = <Xr_1, ... , x o
of the c.s. gtr, and eqn. (24) can be written as
oo(s)~(s) = F oS(s)~(s) + urSr

>

oFo(s)~is) =k8'

where OFo(S) = oo(s)- FoS(s) (see structure theorem under state feedback
Wolovich (1974)). The input to the closed-loop system uFo(s) is given by :
uFo(s) = OFo(S)~(s) = hsr

III

The argument works entirely in reverse, i.e. assuming eqn. (27) we derive (24).
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(2) Let v(s) = Vo + V1s + ... +vr_1sr-1+ srE9i[S] and define state feedback P via

U(s)=Px(s) +urv(s)

(29)

or equivalently via the r equations:
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Ui = PXi +urvi '

i

= 0,

1, ... , r-l

(30)

which can be written in matrix form as

(uo, ul> ... , u r_1) = p(xo, xl> ... , x r_1) +ur(vo' V1,

... ,

vr_Il

(31)

Combining eqns. (30) and (23) (which is again valid since x(s) is by assumption
a proper minimal degree generating function) we obtain:

BUr = Bh =X r_1=b
(A + BP)xr_1=X r_2 - Burvr_1=X r_2 - Xr_1Vr_1
(A + BP)x1=X o-l1urv1 =Xo-Xr_1V1
(A+BP)x o= -Burvo= -xr_1VO
The above equations can be written in matrix form as

(.4' + BP)(xo' Xl>

... , x r_1) = (x o, Xl> ... , Xr_1)

,r :
-vo

1

0

0

1

-v1

-v 2

-:'J

(32)

Equation (32) again graphically illustrates that PE~(91r) and that
1

o

o

1

Generality of P follows as this is a controllable canonical form of general form.
As in (1) from eqn. (29) we obtain

oo(s)f3(s) = PS(s)f3(s) + urv(s)
0F(S)f3(S) = hv(s)
where OF(S) = oo(s) - PS(s).

Furthermore from

(s1 - A)x(s) = Bu(s) = BPx(s) + Burv(s)
we obtain:

(s1 _ (A + BP), _ B) [ x(s) ]
urv(s)

=

(s1 _ (A + BP), _ B) [ S(s) ] f3(s)
°F(S)

implying that the input uF(s) to the closed-loop system is uF(s) = 0F(S)f3(S) =
hv(s). Conversely if we equate coefficients of similar powers of s in (28) we
obtain (30) and hence the theorem is proved.

P. N. R. Stoyle and A . I. Q. Vardulakis
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Clearly this polynomial characterization of state feedback P inducing a
given C.S. gr is the right manner in which tor generalize the regulating state
feedback Po. But eqn. (28) as it stands is not a sensible method of computing
these state feedback matrices P , as there is no simplification over the equivalent
eqn. (31). We note from the last theorem that gris entered by a scalar input
filtered through the vector h before entering the system with appropriate state
feedback, (A+ BP, B), in other words any C.S.arises by looking a t the state
space through a single element h~q'1(the input space) with a suitable state
feedback closing the loop, i.e. x(t + I.) = (A BP)x(t)+ Bhv(t), x(t0)~Wr-+x(t)~Wr
for every t 2 to, where v(t) is the scalar control.

+

Theorem 5
Given a C.S.gr of ( B , B) of dimension r and a symmetric set of r complex
numbers A, = is,, s,, ..., sf, s ~ + ~ ,
..., sr} where s,E%, id- 1, si&, i = f ,
f + 1, ..., r and E~=St+,, sf+,=Sl+, etc., then there exists a class of state feedback matrices F , (a unique matrix if r = n ) such that {B+ Bi? 1 b} = Wr, where
b =iEr:,_,~Bis the generator of a cyclic listing Rr -p(s) of the C.S. gr of (A,8)
and spectrum (A + BP I gr)= Ar.
Proof
Again let 2(s) be a proper minimal degree generating function of the C.S.
Wr with input sequence generating function u(s) and let P solve G,(s)p(s) = hv(s)
r
where v(s) = 11(s- s,). Then v(s,) = 0, i ~ and

[8r:)]

i ~ r

(sI - (3
+ B P ) , - 8)

pis) = (SI - (A + BE), - B)

for s = si€Ar implies that

is the formula for the eigenvector of B + BP corresponding t o the eigenvalue s,.
If s, is a repeated zero of v(s) of multiplicity pi,then because of the simple
structure of the C.S.Wr with respect to B+ 8 P the eigenvector and generalized
eigenvectors corresponding to s, will be :

This follows by differentiating
(sI - (A + BP), - 8)
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with respect to s (pi - 1) times and evaluating the resulting equations a t s = si.
This endls the proof.
Remark 5
Strictly speaking the above is not a ' proof ' of the theorem describing the
pole-placement properties of c.s.'s because Warren and Eckberg's (1975) paper
implicitly assumes this property proved by Wonham and Morse (1970). However, if we wish to stick to the polynomial vector method and render the above
an actua,l theorem, we could easily do so by adopting the Warren and Eckberg
characterization as fundamental.
Remark 6
In the classic proof of Hayman's lemma (1968)the multi-input controllability
case is reduced to controllability through a single port blsg. Using our
approacli and taking r = n it is not a difficult matter to cht%k that, generically
by choosing an arbitrary b we get a C.S.of dimension n and the above almost
trivially shows that we can still place all the poles where we like. In effect
then c.s.'s can be regarded as the single input reachable subs:ystems on which
arbitrary pole-placement is possible.
4. Compatibility of controllability subspaces
Let @'J,j ~ m
be a set of m C.S.of (A, 8)and Pj~!Rmxn,
j ~ m
be such that
( A + B p j ) 9 r ~ c 9 rj ~~, m j.e.
, let p j ~ F ( W r ~j )~, m . If
F(LP'J)#$Jthen the

n

j~ m

set of the C.S.g r 3 is called a compatible set (Wonham and Morse 1970, Morse
and Wonham 1971, Wonham 1974). We shall give now a condition for the
compati'bility of the above: set of m C.S.in. terms of their decoupling vectors
/3j(s)~!R""[s],j ~ m . The c.s. 9'1may not all be distinct in the vector subspace
sense (indeed they might all be the same, although not in cases of interest).
Also there is no loss of generality in assuming that we have m C.S.each one
' germinating ' through a different basis element urj, j ~ r n(a ' germ ' of RT1
by Definition 6) of the input space a. With this observation we can now
state the partial compatibility result, which relies on Theorem 4 whose power
will soon be appreciated and refined as necessary.

'

Theorem, 6
Given m C.S.Wrl, Wr2, ..., W r m of (2,8)of dimensions r,, r,, ..., rm respectively with corresponding cyclic listings RT1 /P(s), Rr2 P2(s),..., Rrm Pm(s)
then they are compatible if and only if there exists an P satisfying the polynomial matrix equation
w

N

where B(s)= (P1(s),/I2($),..,, ,!P(s)) is the m x m polynomial matrix formed
by ' lumping ' the m C.S.(represented by their associated decoupling vectors

580
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Pj(s))together and vj(s), j~m are arbitrary monic polynomials of deg vj(s)= rj,
m. In addition H = (h,, h,, ..., h,) = [[sv]B(s)]: where [ 1: denotes the
highest column coefficient matrix of the polynomial matrix inside the brackets.
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Proof
The theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4 (29 which says that
is attained through hj =urj if and only if there exists a matrix P
Rrj, j ~ m
solving
S,(s)/3j(s)

= h,v,(s)

(34)

Therefore there exists an P attaining all Rrj, j~m simultaneously if and only
if there exists an P such that satisfies eqn. (34) for every j~m, i.e. if i ~ n donly
if there exists an P solving eqn. (33).
If the c.s. 9?'5 are independent then eqns. (34) for j ~ m
are easily solved
for P if we assign arbitrary values to the vj(s),but from Wonham's work (1974)
compatibility in this case is trivial anyway. In general a set of rn C.S.that
we may be interested in, e.g. those typically arising in decoupling theory, will
be highly overlapping and will of course have a ~ipecialstructure associated
with the problem in. which they are embedded. This in turn implies relations
holding among ithe parameters of the &(s) and consequent restrictionls on the
form of possible vj(s). We will see how this works out in a future paper with
the apparatus we set in the next section.

5. Controllability subspaces contained in a given fixed subspace
If 9 is a given fixed snbspace of the state space consider the class
%?(A,B, 9)of c.s. L3! of (A, B)contained in Y . Then it is known (Wonham
and Morse 1970.,Morse and Wonham 1971, Wonham 1974) that 9 contains a
unique suprema1 C.S.which wle denote by BmaX.A very important problem
which arises in the Wonham and Morse geometric approach to the solution of
the decoupling problem is that of computing BmaX. Wonham and Morse
(1970), Morse and Wonham (1971), Wonham (1974) describe two ways of
computing L3!ma2r (other subspaces than the maximal one being harder tfoget at).
Both of these require a prior computation of a subspace -trmax which is the
maximal (A, @-invariantsubspace contained in 9. Further the two schemes
work differently. The first necessitates the computation of a matrix P such

second scheme :is algorithmic and makes use of the ' controllability subspace
algorithm ' (Wonham 1974), However, these algorithms are somewhat
lengthy, slow to converge a t times and cumbersome to implement (see e.g.
Bengtsson 1975;). Utilizing the more fruitful Warren and Eckberg (1975)
angle of attack, the problem has received the attention of Kimura (1977)
. interest to his output feedback pole assignment problem
who listed the c ~ sof
in parametric form (similar to that given by eqn. (20)) and then expressed the
orthogonality bletween
and the vectors spanning the c.s., resulting in a
system of lineax equations for the parameters &. Stoyle and Vardulakis
(1977)gave a set of state space conditions of independent interest, and Denham
(1976) approached close to the type of solution given here. Keeping in with
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the spirit of this paper we will stick to the decoupling vector parametrization
of c.s., .which renders an a,ppealing simple solution and which lends itself to a
compact insight.
First we note the equivalence of the pr9blt:m to find all C.S.contained in
9, to an equivalent kernel problem. If S = (s,, s,, ..., ,sr) is a basis for 9
then it is more convenient to treat 9 as the kernel of a map C' in matrix
representation. Then we are looking for all C.S. W that C' annihilates.
Obviously the largest possible such C.S. Wmax has dimension r or less, and is
unique in the vector subspace sense.
Theorem 7
Let Wr be a C.S.of (A,8)and let P(s)&irn[s] such that P(s) x Wr, i.e. if
2 ( s ) S(s)/l(s)let span { i E ( i ? ) ) = Wr (see Remark 2 in § 3.11). Then Rr G ker C'
if and only if / l ( s ) ~ k eC'(s),
r
where C'(s)= C'#(s), an %[&I-m.odulemorphism
%rn[s]-.. % P [ s ] .
Proof
Let 2 ( s )= 2, + 2,s + ... + 2k-ls"1, be a generating function of the C.S. Wr.
Then from Theorem 2 there exists a p ( s ) ~ ' $ l ~ [such
s ] that 2 ( s )=S(s)/l(s).
Now W'sker C' or C'Wr=O if and only if G Z ~ = Oi=O,
,
1, ..., k - 1 or

Thus the original vector space kernel probllem has been transformed into
a generally much lower dimensional module kernel probleim which in principle
is much easier to solve. In the case where C' is the output matrix we recognize
C'(s) as the ' numerator ' matrix in the Wolovich-Falb ( 19619)( 1974) system
decomposition
T ( s )==C(sI - A)-lB = C~(s)8,-1(s)B,
Before proving the theorern of this section we need some sligh~tgeneralizations
of Proposition 1 in § 3.1.
Proposilion 2
k

If Bl(s) =al,..., Pr(s) =Wk and P(s)= C a+(s)&(s),~ . ~ ( s ) t r % [js ]~, kthen
j=1
where B(s) E W .
WEC
3 ~ k

Proof
If we write Zj(s)=S(s)&(s), j ~ and
k
2 ( s )= S(s)P(s)then 2 ( s )=

C aj(s)zj(s)
j ~ k

and as in the proof of Proposition 1, equating coefficients of like powers of s
exhibits the coefficients of 2 ( s ) as linear combinations of elements in the W j ,
j~m, which is the result.
Proposition 3
If &(s) x W j ,j ~ k B, ( s )= (PI(&),P2(s),..., ,&(s)),k 6 m and we apply arbitrary
Forney operations (Forney 1975, 5 4 ) to B ( s ) to reduce it to B r ( s )=(Pf,(s),
/l'2(s),..., P f k ( s ) then
)
C gj= C W'j where @;(a)x W f j .
j ~ k

j ~ k

1'. N. R. Stoyle and A . I. G. Vardulakis
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Proof
Forney operations are of two distinct types. Type 1 can be applied if
B(s) does not have full rank imodp(s), degp(s)2 1. In such a case Forney
shows in step 2 of his reduction algorithm that one column of B(s), without
loss of generality &(s) say, caln be replaced by a polynomial vector Pr1(s)=
( C a,(s)&(s))/p(s),a,(s) # 0 of lower degree. If p(s),Yl(s)= at1
say, by ProposiDownloaded by [Aristotle University of Thessaloniki], [Antonis Vardulakis] at 10:38 21 April 2013

i ~ k

tion 2, W',S

C 9,but by Proposition
"

---

1, Btl(s)= Btl. Together with ,Bi(s)=

pti(s), i 2 2, implying that 9, = W',, i > 2, this yields

a',C
~ 9,.The

i ~ k

i ~ k

opposite inclusion also holds because of the analogous relation to the above

The proof regarding the second type of Forney operations (step 3 of his reduction algorithm and applicable when the highest column coefficient matrix of
B(s) is singular) is in fact easier and will not be written out. All Forney-type
operations are compounded of these two applied in some order and the result
follows.
Note that the proposition can yield some interesting and intuitive interpretations of Forney operatiolns on a polynomial matrix X(s)=S(s)B(s) in
terms of the underlying C.S. of its columns. In this direction we now atate the
main theorem of t h i ~
section, which classifies the set of all C.S.in ker 0 in terms
of the rank of (?(s). In the following by rank c(s) we mean the ramk over

'w9Theorem 8
Consider the system (A, 8 )in Luenberger form and let e(s)= ~ s ( s ) . Then
(1) there is no c.s. 2 of (A,8)in ker 6 if and only if rank e(s)2 m, (2) there is a
unique C.S. amax
of (A, B) in ker C if and only if rank e(s)= m - - 1, then
dim ( a m a x n B =r
) 1 and the decoupling vector /?(s) Rmax(where Rmaxis some
cyclic listing of :gmaX)is the unique minimal degree polynomial vector solution
of the equation

C(S)/~(S)
=0
(3) there is a family %?(A,B,ker 0) (generally infinite when we are working

over the ground field %) of C.S.2 of (A, B)in ker if and only if rank e ( s )=
m - lc, 1 < lc 6 m -- 1. If N(s)=: [nl(s),n2(s),..., nk(s)]is a minimal pollynomial
basis in echelon form for ker C(s)then an expression for the generating function
Z(s) of a general member a of %?(A,8 , ker 0) may be written as

i ~ k . If X(s)= S(s)N(s) is reduced if
a(s)= (a&), a2(s),..., ak(s))*,a,(s)~%[s],
necessary (i.e. if its highest coefficient matrix is singular) to a minimal basis
in echelon form X*(s)=S(s)N*(s),then the columns of this latter matrix are
proper minimal degree generating functions of the: independent C.S. a,*, i ~ k
(with dim ( W , * n a ) = l ) whose direct sum is Wmaxcker 0 , hence dim

( W m a x n 9)
=k.
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Proof
(1) It is clear that the normal rank conditions for the existence of solutions
t o linear equations over '93 carry over to vector spaces over 9Z(s). (1) follows
because these rank conditions furthermore carry over without change to the
simple type of modules under consideration here, since we have a module
defined over a principal ideal domain (Hartley and Hawkes 1970). However,
this fact may be pieced together in an elementary way. Consider C(s) as an
%[s]-module morphism C(s) : %m[s]-+%p[s], then

I

ker C(s) = (,B(s) ~ ( S ) E % ~such
[ S ] that C(s)p(s)= 0 )
and there exists a polynomial vector solution P(s) of eqn. (35) if and only if
there exists a rational vector solution to this equation. We observe that me
may pass trivially from one solution to the other on the one hland by straightforward embedding and allowing scalar multiplication bay rational functions
and in reverse by simple clearing of denominxtors by multiplication by least
common denominators.
(2) From (1) and the fact that dim (ker C(s))= 1 we see that a solution t o
eqn. (351) exists and is unique up to multiplicative polynomial ' scalars ', i.e.
if f l ( s ) ~ S i ~ [solves
s]
(35) and is the minimum degree polynolmiad vector to do so,
then for every a ( s ) ~ % [ s ]a(s)p(s)
,
is also a solution. That is to say that the
polynomial vector solution. set of (35) forms a singly-generated submodule of
the %[s]-module!Rm[s]. By Theorem 7 there exists a t least one 0.8. of (A, B),
9= Wmnx G ker C. To show that p(s) is actually the unique decoupling vector
solution of (35), we know from $ 3 that there exists a t least; one decoupling
vector ,61f(s)for Wmax which by Theorem 7 will solve (35). Then for all a ( s ) ~
but a(s)pf(*s)is not a decoupling vector
%[s], deg a(s)2 1, a(s)pf(s)w gmax
correspolnding to a cyclic listing Rmaxof Bmax,by Proposition 1, as a(s) is not
a unit of %[s]. Thus we conclude that Pf(s)= P(s)and is the unique decoupling
vector solution of eqn. (35),hence gmaX
= span (J?(s)p(s))
is the unique (maximal)
]
solution of eqn. (35) then we have also that
C.S.in ker 0 . If y ( s ) ~ R ~ [iss any
g m a x - span {S(s)y(s)}. Tlo demonstrate that dim (Wmax(?B) = 1 let us
suppose that dim (Wmaxn9?) = q > 1 and let p&'(Wmax). Then the controllable
system pair (A + B p 1 Wmax, W m a x n a) will have (say) contr~ollabilityindices
k, < k, < ... < k, independent of the choice of P and there will exist ' elementary '
c.s. Bf, Wmax,i ~ qdim
, %?',
= kg+,-,, i t q which will be independent subspaces
decomposing Wmax under the map A + B P . (By ' elementary ' c.s. of (A, B) we
mean the ones that have as minimal degree generating functions the columns
s,(s), i~m, of S(s)= ( ~ ~ ( s2(s),
s ) , ..., ~ ~ ( s ) ) Let
. ) nf,(s), i ~ qbe a decoupling
vector for some cyclic listing R', of g f i . Then clearly nt,(s)# nfj(s), i # j ,
i, j ~ q(nor any polynomiaJ multiple of nfj(s)) otherwise Wf, and W f j would
coincide again by Proposition 1. From the above argument and the fact
that in this case eqn. (35) has a unique decolupling vector solution we are
forced t;o conclude that dim (WmaxnB)= 1. We have incidentally proved
that dim (Wmaxna)
= 1 is also a sufficient condition for C(s) t o have rank
m - 1 or equally for Wmax t o have a unique associated decoupling vector.
The latter is anyhow obvious from considerations of the generator of Bmax
in W.
(=
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( 3 ) If rank C ( s )==m - k , 1 < k < m - 1, then there exists a polynomial vector
submodule solution N [ s ] of eqn. (35) with rank N [ s ]=k. Moreover this
submodule can be regarded in the sense of Forney (1975) as a vector space
over W ( s ) with associated minimal polynomial basis in echelon form say
[nl(s),n2(s),..., n,(s)] = N ( s ) , forming a basis for ker C ( s ) and with associated
dynamical indices n, < n2< ... < n,, (n,= deg n,(s), i ~ k ) .Then any solution
p(s) of eqn. (35) can be written in a unique way as

,

a ( s )= (al(s),a2(s),... ,
a,($)€W[ s ] , i ~ kand the expression for the
generating function i ( s ) of a general C.S. a ~ w ( BB,
, ker C ) will ble 2 ( s )=
S(s)p(s=
) S ( s ) N ( s ) a ( s,) and so X ( s )= S ( s ) N( s ) is ab basis with (say) ordered
dynamical indices (Forney 11975): y1 < y2 < ... < :yk for the rationad vector
space of all generating functions 2 ( s ) which correspond to C.S.W =span { i ( s ) } ~
%'(A", B,ker 6). Now note that in general if N ( s )is a minimal basis in echelon
form for ker e(s) then X ( s )= S ( s ) N ( s )is not necessarily a minimal basis in
echelon form of its respective rational vector space. In such a case we may
by further Forney (1975) operations (of the type used in step 3 of his reduction
algorithm) reduce X ( s )=S(s)d:(s)to a minimal basis in echelon form [xl*(s),
x2*(s),..., x,*(s)] = IY*(s)= S ( s ) N * ( s ) where N * ( s )= [n,*(s),n2*(s),..., n,*(s)]
with dynamica l indices y, s; y2 < ... y, ( y, = deg x,+,-,*(s), i~k ) . Let us
now refer back to the ' elementary C.S. W',, k q , dim W', =kq+,-,, having some
cyclic listing Rri-nf,(s) introduced in the proof of part (2) above. These C.S.
will always decompose Wmaxunder the map A"+ BP for all P€F(Wmax). It is
straightforward to check thle details of showing that X r ( s )= S ( s ) N t ( s =
)
S ( s ) [ n f 1 ( sn1,(s),
),
..., n t q ( s ) ]is a minimal basis with ordered indices for the
rational vector space spanned .by the columns of X ( s ) (Stoyle 1978) hence k = q.
These ordered indices are known to be unique and in fact they are yi =ki - 1,
i ~ k .Now dim Wi* < y,+,-, + 1 =k,+,-,.
To see that equality holds, note that
S ( s ) N 1 ( s and
)
S~:s)iV*(s)
are obtainable one from the other by Forney column
operations and Proposition 3 thereby yields that
k

C
i= 1

k

W,* =

C
i=l

k

W', = Wmax, where dim Wmax=

C k,
i=l

Then a simple dimensionality argument proves that dim Wi* = Y,,-~-~+1=
k,+,-,, i ~ k and
,
that the Wi* are independent subspaces. Also we then get
immediately that dim ( W i * n 8 )= 1 and n,*(s) is the unique decouplirlg vector
for Wi*. This elnds the proof .t
Note that for ths above proof to go through, N ( s ) and X * ( s ) need only to be
minimal bases of tlheir respective rational vector spaces ; the echelon forms
employed are not essential. Finally, degree restrictions may be imposed
upon the polynomials a,(s) in leqn. (36)in order no5 to have C.S.listings which
are in general linearly dependent, i.e. P(s)in eqn. (361)is a redundant polynomial
'y N*(s) may be obtained in one step from Ci(s) as a minimal basis of
ker C ( s )[ ~ ~ m. - ~Verify
]
this observing that C(s)/3(s)= O e C ( s )[ ~ ~ m[ -S ~ -] ~ ] ~=
( S0.)
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representation of some underlying c.s. As indicated in the Appendix, the
sensible restriction to make is

We now provide an easy method of computing a solution to eqn. (35) for
the case of rank C(s)= m - 1 also giving the minimal degree solhtion. For the
purpose of computing the unique c.s. gmaX
E ker 0 the former is enough.
Without loss of generality we assume that C(:r) is a (m -- 1) x m polynomial
matrix, as we can always single out m - 1 linearly dependmt (over %(s))rows
of q s ) . Let the m. distinct (m - 1)-order minoris of 6(s) be denoted by

where O denotes that the ith and only the i t h column of C(s) is omitted, k m .
Let row i of e ( s ) be E,(s) = [&(s), Fi2(s),..., Eim(s)]and let ai(s) = ( - l)l+iM,(s).
Then the Laplace determinantal expansion of the m x m polynomial matrix

m turn gives that
by its top row for each i ~ in

where a($)= (al(s), a2(s),...,

i.e. that

If by aR(s) we denote the polynomial vector obtained froin a(s) after the
,
removal of any non-unit common factor of all its compone.nts ai(8), i ~ mthen
we can take our irreducible,decoupling vector P(s) t o be a,(s). I n fact if e ( s )
has any inon-trivial polynomial common factors among the elements of any of
its rows, these may all be removed as a diagonal left factor of C(s), i.e. e(s) =
~,(s)C,(s) where D,(s) is diagonal and now

If we then calculate the associated reduced a(s), denoted by aR(s),from C,(s)
by computing cofactors the result is a strictly lower degree solution for eqn.
)
However, unfortunately,
(35), or equally of CB(s)p(s)= 0, than ~ ( s itself.
we cannot always conclude that aR(s)= aR(s),although i t is generically unlikely
that this is not so in the parameter space of 0. Now the main theorem by
Forney (1975) gives the equivalence of the following two conditions :
( I ) C(s) has full rank modulo p(s), for all irreducible p(s)~%t[s].
(2) The g.c.d. of all (m - 1)-order minors of C(s) is 1.
)
e ( s ) will only give a decoupling
So our pocedbre for computing ~ ( sfrom
vector solution of eqn. (35) in one step if and only if O(s) is first reduced to a
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(J//(s) by Forney operations of the type employed in step 2 of his reduction
algorithm.
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Example
As an illustration of the preceding observations, consider the case where
p=2, m=3, n=7, V l 7' v 2 = 2, v 3=3 and

o

- 1

(J=

[ -1

-1

1

o

1

-1

0

-1

0

-2

~]

So that
(JB(s) = (J(s) =

(s2-1)

s

[ - (s+ 1)

-1

(2s -

1)]

=

[1\(S)]

c2(s)

(s-2)

We cannot extract any row factor from (Jl(S) or (J2(S).

But

",(s)=[s2-1 -(s3+1) s+lF=(s+l)"'R(s)

and the minimal order solution of eqn. (35) is
"'R(s)=[s-l -s2+ s-1 1F=,B(s)

tip to scalar multipliers in!n. The further reduction of (J(s) by Forney operations is necessary in this case because rank (J(s) = 1 mod (s + 1), as it is evident
by forming
(J'(s) =

[C1(S)-C2(S)]

c2(s )

=

[(s+I)S

s+ 1

-(s+ 1)

-1

S+I]
s-2

Then
1

(J//(s) = [

s
- (s + 1)

-1

and
",//(s)=[s-l -s2+ s-I

S~2]
IF

An nnalogous computational procedure for case (3) of the last theorem is
included for completeness but which we have space only to sketch. Let us
assume that (J(s) is (m -k) x m. of rank m -k. Suppose that the minor
(J(S){I, 2,

, m-k

1,2,

, m s-lc

is non-zero, otherwise by trivial changes of indexing the argument may readily.
be adapted. Consider the (m-k+ 1) x m. matrix (J~/(s) and expand the matrix
I , 2, ... , m-k+ 1,

(JEi(S)

{

jEk

j,j+1, ... ,m-k+j,
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by its top row as before. Let the (m-k+ I)-vector of signed minors in this
expansion be denoted by &;(s), then if we insert (j -I)-zeros before the first
element of &;(s) and also zeros after the (m-k+ I)th element to convert it to
an m-polynomial vector (3j(s), then it may easily be checked that
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c;(s),8;(s) = 0,

iEm - k,

jEk

The matrix B(s) = (,8l(S), ,82(S), ... , (3k(S)) will have full rank as the last k rows
of it will by construction form a non-zero diagonal matrix. Thus it is again
possible to write down some basis for ker O(s), in general non-minimal, simply
by inspection. B(s) could subsequently be reduced to some suitable minimal
basis (Sain 1975), but for the purpose of computing rJlmax, it suffices by Proposition 3 to form rJl;, iEk, where (3;(s) ~ £Hi and then find that

Appendix
We are given a polynomial m-vector ,8(s) = [,8m(s), (3m-l(S), ... , ,8l(S)]
deg (3i(S) ";'r-v i , iEm with equality holding for at least one i and we should
then enquire whether it is a decoupling vector for the given set of controllability
indices v;, We can always list xIs) =S(s){3(s) and obtain a stripe matrix as the
one in eqn. (20). First we comment that if f3(s) is chosen at random to satisfy
the degree condition we almost always get an independent set of vectors in the
list (provided of course that r";' n, otherwise the listing will certainly be
dependent) as may be verified by testing all the r-order minors of the stripe
matrix. The conditions of them all being simultaneously zero yields a hypersurface in the space of all coefficients ,8;; of the ,8;(s).
Theorem 8 shows that rJlmax is being decomposed into an internal direct
sum for the k c.s. rJl i * or £H'i' iEk which are analogues of the elementary c.s.
rJl;, iEm which correspond to the columns Si(S) of S(s). From that theorem the
generating function of a general c.s. £H s ker C may be written as

xIs) = X*(s)a(s)

(A 1)

where X*(s) is precisely analogous to S(s) and the Ie-vector a(s) to the m-vector
Thus continuing the analogy we see that we can always take

,8(s).

k

dega;(s),,;, ~ (y;+I)

(A 2)

;-1
j*i,

where
k

~ (y;+
;=1

1) =dim £Hmax

Returning to the first question raised in this Appendix, let us suppose that
L {xIs)} is redundant, i.e. there exists some linear dependency among its
elements. Let f3(s) ~ rJl, i.e. span {L {xIs)}} = rJl and let C be a matrix in our
coordinates representing the subspace £H~. Then £H is the maximal c.s. in
ker C, in fact plainly £H = ker C. If x'(s) denotes any generating function of
rJlmax there exists Ic, X*(s) such that x'(s) satisfies (A 1) for some a(s), with
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x'(s) in place of x(s). Letting a(s) vary freely subject to the degree restriction
(A 2) with equality holding for at least one i as we have seen will give us
generically a minimal degree (i.e, non-redundant) generating function x'(s)
for 9l'1ll3X. Moreover this set of generating functions will always yield an
underlying c.s. 9l' C 9l'1ll3X. Thus the original representation x(s) =S(s)f3(s) to
have been redundant, condition (A 2) with equality holding for at least one i
must have been violated for some such sum decomposition (A I). This is
then a polynomial vector test for redundancy, but one of purely theoretical
interest as it would generally be much more difficult to use this test than
simply to list and check the rank of the listing.
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